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PloView is a comprehensive HPGL and 2D Computer Assisted Design file editor and creator. The program can be
used to make basic adjustments to files previously created in specialized applications. PloView is a comprehensive

HPGL and 2D Computer Assisted Design file editor and creator. The program can be used to make basic adjustments
to files previously created in specialized applications. Comes with multiple menu items Anyone involved with creating
basic or complex 2D pictures will find this program useful. Users that frequently employ the aid of Autocad or similar
products will find this a great tool for fine-tuning or applying quick corrections to images. The resource comes with a
somewhat full interface, since it relies on several menus, each with numerous items. Generally speaking, most of the
GUI is taken up by the working project, however once one browses menus, the screen can become severely cluttered.

Multiple quick-links to core functions, in the form of crisp buttons, adorn the top and left sides of the main frame.
Supports most 2D images PloView can open or create multiple types of files, including HPGLs, PDFs, DXFs, DWGs

and PNGs. The program can be used either as a viewer, or as a simple editor for specialized image formats. The
former option is self-explanatory, and constitutes a good use for this software, as the number of supported input

documents is great. When using the software as an editor, there are many functions that one can employ in order to
adjust source images. For example, users can rotate or mirror objects, as well as change the color and width of the

lines. The resource can also be used as an accurate measurement device (i.e. with regards to coordinates, length, area,
width or angle). Besides adjusting existing items, users can also insert new objects, like circles, lines, free curves or

rectangles. Can insert multiple graphical elements In conclusion, PloView is a great tool for viewing specialized CAD
files and an adequate resource for editing or making basic adjustments to images. PloView Description: PloView is a
comprehensive HPGL and 2D Computer Assisted Design file editor and creator. The program can be used to make
basic adjustments to files previously created in specialized applications. PloView is a comprehensive HPGL and 2D

Computer Assisted Design file editor and creator. The program can be used to make basic adjustments to files
previously created in specialized applications.
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KeyMacro is the industry’s leading macro recording and playback tool. It provides a robust and reliable environment
that you can use to capture, execute and display text and graphics. KeyMacro records keystrokes and mouse clicks, so

users can repeat the same tasks over and over. Use KeyMacro for increased productivity. It’s the tool that everyone
knows. You’ll quickly see why. Multiple tools KeyMacro has all the tools that a professional needs to record and

execute macros. It can do the following: • Capture and record the sequence of keystrokes and mouse clicks as a macro
• Play back recorded macros on any application on the computer • Execute recorded macros in any application •

Highlight text, mouse clicks and other events • Define a macro to run on a range of objects • Take snapshots of any
object in the document • Insert text into a document • Display a list of previously used objects • Convert text,

graphics, images and tables • Paste text, graphics, images and tables • Insert and format text • Create bookmarks •
Highlight text and text formatting • Sort, merge and split text • Display the first and last paragraphs in a document •
Sort documents by date, time and name • Open text files • Create and save text files • Run a text or macro editor •

Attach files • Create, modify, delete and extract tags • Process multiple documents at once • Add and remove
hyperlinks • Display fonts, fonts’ lists and character maps • Highlight text, comments and code • Make a document
searchable • Create, modify and delete comments • Save and restore current work • Access multiple documents •
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Search the entire workspace • Insert objects, paragraphs and images • Attach a drawing • Position documents • Scale
and rotate • Position and snap objects • Protect areas • Create smart tags • Convert text and graphics • Create and edit
tables • Get and set data properties • Customize user preferences • Access and create custom templates • Change the
theme and font of the system • Convert text and graphics to and from the format of another program • Process text

and images • Create filters • Disable the display of objects and frames • Modify the properties of objects • Sort
documents by date, time and name • Set up global preferences • Set or 1d6a3396d6
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View and edit HPGL or 2D CAD images with a set of parameters; Save your own HPGL or 2D CAD images; Resize,
rotate and mirror images; Insert/remove objects; Assign new colours to objects; Measure angles, lengths, area, and
more; Use different text styles; It can export as DXF and PDF. * Size of each object can be modified * Adjust
camera angle with mouse * Rotate around the axis * Rotate image * Rearrange the position of objects * Rotate image
* Scale objects * Modify scale of images * Move object * Modify scale of images * Save image * Generate
AutoCAD code * Choose a direction in which objects will be shown * Specify different color for objects * Specify
the point in which objects will be shown * Specify the point in which objects will be shown * Move object * Choose
orientation of rotation * Scale * Transform * Offset * Move * Rotate * Mirror * Insert * Remove * Erase * Insert
comments * Modify style of line * Modify style of text * Modify style of object * Combine objects * Merge objects
* Paste * Paste as image * Paste as path * Paste as a text * Convert to a table * Insert a table * Export to a file * Save
image * Save image as EPS * Save image as JPEG * Save image as PDF * Save image as PNG * Save image as TIF *
Save image as JPEG * Save image as PDF * Save image as DWG * Save image as DXF * Save image as PSD * Insert
pictures * Insert pictures in table * Insert pictures in table * Edit a picture * Edit picture with path * Edit picture with
path * Edit picture with path * Edit picture with path * Edit picture with path * Edit picture with path * Delete a
picture * Delete picture * Delete picture * Delete picture * Delete picture * Copy a picture * Copy picture * Copy
picture * Copy picture * Copy picture * Put a picture into a picture * Put a picture into a picture * Put a picture into a
picture * Put a picture into a picture * Put a picture into a
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System Requirements For PloView:

Windows 7, Windows Vista, or Windows XP with Service Pack 3 or later. Mac OS X 10.6.8 or later. Recommended:
Windows 7, Windows Vista, or Windows XP with Service Pack 3 or later. Mac OS X 10.6.8 or later. HD Graphics
2000 or later: macOS 10.7 or later. Quad-Core or later: macOS 10.8 or later. Quad-Core or later: Windows 7,
Windows Vista, or Windows XP with Service Pack 3 or later. Memory Requirements:
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